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 .Throughout the paper, C T denotes the Banach algebra, with sup norm, of
continuous complex-valued functions defined on a compact metric space T. By
 .  .  .B f ; r we denote an open ball in C T centered at f g C T of radius r ) 0, and
 . by U a; r the open ball in the complex plane C at a g C of radius r ) 0 a
.neighborhood of a . In compliance with usual notations concerning uni¨ alent
 . ` pfunctions, by S we denote the class of functions f z s z q  a z uni¨ alent inps1 p
 .the unit disk E s U 0; 1 . By means of fractional deri¨ ati¨ e, interesting generaliza-
tions of certain inequalities are obtained. The object of the present article is to
 .generalize the class S in the algebra C T and to prove a generalization of Koebe's
and Bieberbach's inequalities: If f g S and z g E, then
< < < <1 y z 1 q z
< <F f 9 z F , K .  .3 3< < < <1 q z 1 y z .  .
< < < <z z
< <F f z F . B .  .2 2< < < <1 q z 1 y z .  .
Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .  .Let G be an open nonempty subset of C T . A function F: G ª C T
 .is said to be L-differentiable at a point f g G if there exists l g C T and





F f q h y F f s lh q h h 1 .  .  .  .
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 .for all h g B 0; r , where lh is product of l and h. We call l the
 .L-deri¨ ati¨ e of F at f and denote it by F9 f . If F is L-differentiable at
every point of G, we say that F is L-holomorphic in G. The set of all
 .functions holomorphic in G we denote by LH G .
It is easy to verify that the L-deri¨ ati¨ e is uniquely determined if there
 .  . .exists l g C T satisfying 1 , than it is uniquely determined by F and f .
 w x .The reason for attaching the letter L is in honor of E. R. Lorch 4, 6 .
If D is an open set in the complex plane C, it is not hard to show that
the set
G D s f ; f g C T , f T ; D 4 .  .  .
 .is open one. Indeed, if this were not so, there would exist f g G D and a
 .  .sequence f g C T _ G D such that lim f s f. Sincen nª` n
< < < < < < 5 5f x y f x F f x y f x F f y f .  .  .  .n n n
for all x g T , we arrive at a contradiction.
 .  .2. GENERALIZATION OF INEQUALITIES K AND B
 .LEMMA. Let H D be the set of holomorphic functions in the open
 .  .  .nonempty set D ; C. Let f g G D , h g C T , and w g H D . Finally, let
¡w ( f q h y w ( f .
y w9( f , h x / 0, .~u h s 2 .  .h¢0, h x s 0. .
 .  .  .  .  .Then a u h g C T and b lim u h s 0, where w9 is deri¨ ati¨ e of w,hª 0
and ( stands for the composition.
 .  .Proof of a . Let x g T be arbitrarily given. If h x / 0, it is obvious
that the functions
w ( f q h y w ( f .
, w9( f
h
 .are continuous at the point x. Therefore u x is continuous at x.
 .  .Let h x s 0. Let x be an arbitrary sequence in T such thatn
 .  .lim x s x. Then lim h x s h x s 0. For simplicity to shownª` n nª` n
 . .lim u h x s 0, let us demonstrate this on the assumption thatnª` n
 .  . .  .h x / 0, because u h x s 0 for those n for which h x s 0.n n n
Now, assume « ) 0. Let U and U denote the neighborhoods respec-1 2
  . .   . .  .tively U f x ; r , U f x ; 8 r of f x so that the closure U is in D. Since2
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 .  .  .lim h x s 0 and lim f x s f x , there is a positive integer mnª` n nª` n
<  . <  .  .  .such that h x - « , f x g U , and f x q h x g U if n G m.n n 1 n n 1
  . .Since w is holomorphic in the neighborhood U s U f x ; 2 r with n G m,3
we have
`  p.w f x . . pn
w z s z y f x , .  . . np!ps0
where z g U . Then it follows, for every n G m,3
`  p.w f x . .n pw f x q h x s h x . .  .  . . n n np!ps0
 .From this, in view of 2 , we get
`  p.w f x . .n py1u h x s h x 3 .  .  .  .n np!ps2
if n G m.
<  . <Next, let M s sup w z . From Cauchy's inequality we haveU2
 p.w f x 8 M 1 . .n F ;pp! 7 7r .
 .so, from 3 , assuming « - 7r, we then obtain
8 M «
u h x F . .  .n 7r 7r y «
 . .  .Since « can be as small as we please, lim u h x s 0. Hence u h isnª` n
 .  .continuous at x and therefore u h g C T .
 .Proof of b . Let x be an arbitrary element of T and let d be 1 or the
 .distance between f T and the boundary of D according as D s C or
 .D / C. Let h g B 0; d , where 0 - d - dr2. Then the neighborhood
  . .U s U f x ; dr2 is in D. Sincex
< <f x q h x y f x s h x F sup h t - d , .  .  .  .  . .
T
 .  .it follows that f x q h x g U and, hence,x
`  p.w f x . .
pw f x qh x yw f x yh x w9 f x s h x ; .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  p!ps2
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therefore
`  p.w f x . .
py1u h x s h x . 4 .  .  .  . p!ps2
Next, denote the closure of the union D U by K and let N sx g T x
<  . <  .sup w z . From 4 and Cauchy's inequality we haveK
4N d
u h x F . .  .
d d y 2d
From this we conclude that
4N d
5 5u h F , .
d d y 2d
 .and consequently, lim u h s 0.hª 0
w xA generalization of Theorem 1 in 7 is contained in the following.
THEOREM 1. Let D be an open nonempty set in the complex plane C and
 .  .let w : D ª C be any function. Then the function F: G D ª C T , defined
 .  .  .by F f s w ( f , is L-holomorphic in G D if and only if w g H D ; with
 .  .F9 f s w9( f for e¨ery f g G D .
 .Proof. Suppose F is L-holomorphic in G D . Let w g D be arbitrarily
 .  .given. Then there exists f g G D and x g T so that f x s w. Also,
 .  .  .  .there exists a ball B 0; r ; C T and function u : B 0; r ª C T so that
w ( f q h y w ( f s F9 f h q hu h 5 .  .  .  .
 .for every h g B 0; r , and
lim u h s 0. 6 .  .
hª0
Hence,
w w q h x y w w s F9 f x h x q h x u h x . 59 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
 .Let « ) 0. According to 6 , there exists d , with 0 - d - r, so that
5  .5 5 5 <  . . < 5 5u h - « if h - d ; therefore u h x - « if h - d . Then, for
 .  .  .z g U w; d we can take constant function h g B 0; d with h y s z y w
 .for all y g T. From 59 we then obtain
w z y w w s F9 f x z y w q z y w u h x . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
<  . . < < <  .Since u h x - « if z y w - d , we infer that w9 w exists and likewise
 .  . .w9 w s F9 f x . Since w is an arbitrary element of D, this implies that
 .w g H D .
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 .  .  .To show F9 f s w9( f for every f g G D , let f g G D and x g T
 .  .be arbitrarily given. Then, in view of 5 and 6 , taking the constant
 .   . .function h s z y f x , where z g U f x ; d , we have
w z y w f x s F9 f x z y f x q z y f x u h x . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
 . .  . .  .Whence F9 f x s w9( f x and, therefore, F9 f s w9( f for every
 .f g G D .
 .  .For the converse, suppose w g G D , and let f g G D be arbitrarily
 .given. From 2 we obtain
w ( f q h y w ( f s w9( f h q u h h .  .  .
 .for every h g C T . Since
5 5u h h .
5 5F u h .
5 5h
 .  .it follows from the preceding lemma that the function F: G D ª C T ,
 .  .  .defined by F f s w ( f , is L-holomorphic in G D and also F9 f s
w9( f.
 .  .  .DEFINITION 1. Let F g LH G . If there exists F9 9 f at f g G, then
2. .  .  .F f s F9 9 f is called the second L-derivative of the function F at
n. .  ny1..  .the point f. F f s F 9 f , n G 2, is called the nth L-derivative at
ny1.  . 0.f g G if F g LH G . For convenience we denote F s F. We say
 .the function is n L-differentiable at the point f g G in the open set G if
n. .  .there exists F f at f g G at every f g G . The function F is called
infinite L-differentiable in the open set G if F is n L-differentiable in G
for every positive integer n.
COROLLARY 1. Let the hypotheses be the same as in Theorem 1. Then
 .  .  .a the function F f is infinite L-differentiable in the set G D and
n. . n.  .F f s w ( f for e¨ery f g G D and e¨ery positi¨ e integer n if w g
 .  .H D . b The function w is infinite differentiable in D, the function F is
 . n. . n.infinite differentiable in G D , and F f s w ( f for e¨ery positi¨ e integer
  ..n if F g LH G D .




 .in the ball B s B 0; r , where a g C. Then the function F is infinitep
L-differentiable in the ball B and
`
n. pynF f s p p y 1 ??? p y n q 1 a f .  .  . p
psn
for e¨ery f g B and e¨ery positi¨ e integer n.
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 .converges in the neighborhood U s U 0; r and, hence, the function
`
pw z s a z .  p
ps0
 .  .is holomorphic in U. Since B s G U and, F f s w ( f , f g B, the
assertion follows from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.
 .DEFINITION 2. Let B s B 0; 1 . By S we denote the class of those0 C
 .injective functions F: B ª C T defined by0
`
pF f s f q a f , a g C. 7 .  . p p
ps2
According to the definition, the following corollary is an immediate
consequence of Corollary 2.
 .COROLLARY 3. S g LH B .C 0
THEOREM 2. If g g B and F g S , then0 C
5 5 5 51 y g 1 q g
F F9 g F , K .  .C3 35 5 5 51 q g 1 y g .  .
5 5 5 5g g
F F g F . B .  .c2 25 5 5 51 q g 1 y g .  .
 .Proof. The function F is defined by 7 , so the function
`
pw z s z q a z .  p
ps2
is holomorphic in the unit disk E. Moreover, we can verify that w g S.
Indeed, if this were not true, there would exist distinct elements of E, say
 .  .z and z , for which w z s w z . Let f s z and f s z be constant1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 .functions on T. Then, f g B , f g B , f / f , and therefore F f /1 0 2 0 1 2 1
 .  . .  . .  .F f , whence F f y / F f y for some y g T. But F f s w ( f2 1 2 1 1
 .  .   ..   ..  .and F f s w ( f , and so w z s w f y / w f y s w z ; hence2 2 1 1 2 2
we arrive at the contradiction.
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 .  .Now, observe that B s G E and F g s w ( g. From Theorem 1 we0
 .  .have F9 g s w9( g. Since w9( g g C T , there exists j g T such that
5  .5 5 5 < . . < <   .. <  .F9 g s w9( g s w9( g j s w9 g j . It follows then from K
that
< < < <1 y g j 1 q g j .  .
F w9 g j F . .3 3< < < <1 q g j 1 y g j .  . .  .
 .because g j g E, and, hence,
< < < <1 y g j 1 q g j .  .
< <F F9 g F . 8 .  .3 3< < < <1 q g j 1 y g j .  . .  .
The fact that the function
1 y t
a t s . 31 q t .
is decreasing and the function
1 q t
b t s . 31 y t .
w . <  . < 5 5is increasing in the semi-interval 0, 1 , since g j F g , implies
5 5 < <1 y g 1 y g j .
F3 35 5 < <1 q g 1 q g j .  . .
and
< < 5 51 q g j 1 q g .
F .3 35 5< < 1 y g1 y g j  . . .
 .  .Combining this with the inequality 8 we obtain the inequality K .C
 . <   .. < 5 5To prove B , note that there is h g T with w g h s w ( g sC
5  .5  .F g . Then, since g h g E, we see from the right side of the inequality
 .B that
< <g h .
5 5F g F . 9 .  .2< <1 y g h . .
<  . < 5 5But g h F g , and the fact that the function
t
g t s . 21 y t .
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w .is increasing in the semi-interval 0, 1 implies that
< < 5 5g h g .
F .2 25 5< < 1 y g1 y g h  . . .
 .From this, in conjunction with 9 , we get the right side of the inequality
 .B .C
 .Finally, to prove the left side of the inequality B , observe that thereC
5 5 <  . <  .exists v g T such that g s g v . Because g v g E, in view of the left
 .side of the inequality B , we have
5 5 < <g g v .
< < < <s F w g v s F g v . .  . .  .2 25 5 < <1 q g 1 q g v .  . .
<  . . < 5  .5  .But F g v F F g , and so we get the left side of B .C
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